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ABSTRACT

Contracts are the main medium through which parties formalize their trade relations, be they the exchange of goods or the specification of mutual obligations. While electronic contracts allow automated processes to verify their correctness, most agreements in the real world are still written in natural language, which need substantial human revision effort to eliminate possible conflicting statements in long and complex contracts. In this paper, we formalize a typology of conflict types between clauses suitable for machine learning and develop techniques to review contracts by learning to identify and classify such conflicts, facilitating the task of contract revision. We evaluate the effectiveness of our techniques using a manually annotated contract conflict corpus with results close to the current state-of-the-art for conflict identification, while introducing a more complex classification task of such conflicts for which our method surpasses the state-of-the-art method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most societies use contracts as a central tool to formalize agreements [18], often dealing with the exchange of a service or goods offered by a creditor and paid by a debtor [9, 13]. Contracts are semi-structured documents that describe the agreement subject, its parties, and a series of definitions of what is expected from each party during the agreement agreement. Researchers in norm-driven reasoning [15] often formalize clauses in contracts in terms of norms [11] indicating the involved parties, a deontic meaning (obligation, prohibition, or permission), and an action to be performed (the object of the norm). Contracts tend to be long and complex to maximize coverage of situations that could arise out of an agreement [12]. Such complexity invariably leads to the danger of logical contradictions between the norms described in natural language, which in turn leads to norm conflicts. Norm conflicts are often the result of a clash between specifications, i.e., something expressed in one norm makes impossible to comply with another one [8], and may invalidate a contract.

We address the problem of automatically identifying and classifying potential conflicts between norms in contracts. In order to do so, we first define four types of norm conflicts based on existing definitions of conflict types that involve the differences in deontic meaning and norm structure of a contractual clause. Second, we extend an existing corpus [3] with norm conflicts by adding different conflict types. This addition allows us to identify complex conflicting cases involving small differences on norm structures and conditional terms. Third, we develop a number of approaches based on sentence embeddings to detect and classify norm conflicts according to the conflict typology. We evaluate the resulting approach empirically and show that our results surpass the current state of the art approach for classifying conflicts in contracts.

2 NORM CONFLICT TYPES

While there are various typologies for norm conflicts [6, 14, 17, 20], in the specific case of conflicts in contracts, one specific typology out by relating the deontic representation of norms within clauses to the possible types of conflicts [21]. However, in order to diagnose the specific nature of the conflict and amend clauses to eliminate them, contract writers often need more information than the deontic modalities of two clauses are in conflict. Thus, we leverage the typology of Sadat-Akhavi [19] to identify four conflict types that can facilitate the task of eliminating existing conflicts by finely defining the nature of the conflicts. The four types are: deontic-modality, deontic-structure, deontic-object, and object-conditional.

The deontic-modality type indicates the simplest conflict case, where conflicts only occur when two norms conflict primarily because of the deontic statement in them, i.e., prohibition × obligation, obligation × permission, and permission × prohibition. deontic-structure conflicts are similar to deontic-modality conflicts in that they involve two norms with different deontic meanings and a different structure. By structure, we mean the way a norm is expressed in natural language. In this case, they can describe the same subject using different expressions. The deontic-object conflict type indicates cases where both norms have the same deontic meaning but different overall structures. In this particular case, a conflict arises due to the definitions of the norm actions and specification details. Finally, the object-conditional conflict type occurs between a pair of norms when the action defined in a condition or exception conflicts with the definition of a second norm. This type concerns specific examples where a condition is involved.
3 DATASET EXTENSION

The dataset [4] we use in our experiments consists of an extended version of an existing contract conflict dataset from Aires et al. [3]. In order to extend the dataset, we developed a web-based tool that randomly selects norms within the contract corpus and creates a copy of the norm, instructing a human volunteer to edit the norm in such a way as to create a conflict with the original norm. The web tool instructed volunteers to introduce new conflicts following one of the types described earlier in the paper, but providing no further instructions on how to actually write the new conflict. By deliberately inserting conflicts into the contract we ensure that the new contract has a conflicting pair of norms in it. The resulting dataset contains a total of 228 conflicting norms including the existing 111 conflicts from the previous dataset in addition to a total of 11,329 non-conflicting sentence pairs.

4 CONFLICT IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION

We develop two approaches for norm conflict identification, i.e., classify unseen pairs of norms as conflict or non-conflict, and two further approaches to classify the type of conflict that occurs between norm pairs (deontic-modality, deontic-structure, deontic-object, or object-conditional). Before identifying or classifying norms, we transform each norm written in natural language within a contract into a vector representation using sent2Vec [10, 16].

For conflict identification, we compute the distance between norm embeddings ($E_n$) and use these distances as a semantic representation of the presence or absence of norm conflicts (i.e., conflicts and non-conflicts). In a first approach, we identify the centroid of concatenated embeddings ($E_{conc}$) of norm pairs representing conflicts and the centroid of concatenated embeddings representing non-conflicts. We generate the centroid ($E_{cent}$) by computing the mean of this extended embedding space. In a second approach, we compute two centroids for the offset embeddings ($E_{off}$) of norm pairs. In order to identify a conflict, we calculate the distance between the comparative embedding (either $E_{off}$ or $E_{conc}$) of the norm pair and the center of the embeddings ($E_{cent}$) representing conflicts. Finally, the pair of norms is identified as conflict if the distance to the centroid representing conflicts is smaller than the distance to the centroid representing non-conflicts. We also perform conflict identification by training a Support Vector Machine [7] (SVM) using either the concatenation $E_{conc}$ or the offset $E_{off}$ of embeddings representing pairs of norms.

In this conflict classification we want to classify the type of conflict (deontic-modality, deontic-structure, deontic-object, and object-conditional) between a conflicting norm pair, unlike conflict identification. Therefore, we use an SVM with five classes (four conflicts and a non-conflict class) containing either the concatenation $E_{conc}$ or the offset $E_{off}$ of embeddings representing pairs of norms. Due to the unbalanced nature of the dataset, we remove the non-conflicting pairs of norms and test the performance of an SVM classifier when trying to divide only conflicting pairs of norms. Thus, this approach classifies the type of conflict (deontic-modality, deontic-structure, deontic-object, or object-conditional) of an unseen pairs of norms.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

As the dataset contains a much larger number of non-conflicting pairs of norms when compared to the number of conflicting pairs of norms, we randomly select a subset of the non-conflicting norm pairs for training to avoid biasing the model towards classifying norm pairs as non-conflicting. We measure the performance of our approaches and related work using the test of our new conflict dataset. In our experiments, we perform experiments for the conflict identification (CI) task using the distance (CI-Distance) between the concatenated $E_n$ of unseen pair of norms and the concatenated $E_{cent}$ of conflicts and non-conflicts, and using an SVM classifier (CI-SVM) trained with the concatenation of $E_n$ representing conflicting and non-conflicting norms. For conflict classification (CC), we perform experiments using both non-conflict and the four types of conflicts (CC-All), and using only the four types of conflicting norms (CC-Conf), where embeddings are generated by the concatenation of each norm pair ($E_{conc}$). We compare our approaches against the ones by Aires and Meneguzzi [2] and Aires et al. [1]. Since Aires et al. [1] use a single offset vector to identify conflicts, we can only compare in the conflict identification task.

Table 1: Performance summary, where ‘CI’ denotes Conflict Identification and ‘CC’ denotes Conflict Classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CI-Distance</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI-SVM</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI–Aires et al. [2]</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI–Aires et al. [1]</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC-All</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC-Conf</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC–Aires et al. [2]</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 CONCLUSION

We developed multiple approaches to identify and classify conflicts between norms in contracts [5]. Our approaches consist of manipulations on embedding representations of norms in order to identify conflicts. We test multiple comparative embeddings as input to train an SVM for both identification and classification. As part of our contribution, we propose four conflict types to classify a conflict and help contract designers solving such conflicts. We extend an existing norm conflict corpus adding the new types and use it to train our classifiers. Compared to existing approaches, we obtain results that surpass the state of the art approach for the classification tasks and are competitive with it for conflict identification. Such result shows that using comparative embeddings is an effective method to identify complex norm conflicts.
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